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As NASA began to move towards the Moon with the Apollo project, its initial space capsule was surprisingly minimalist in look,
especially by today's standards, considering how space could pose a major danger and would require a tremendous amount of
planning. The Apollo spacecraft's descent to Earth, which, with the exception of speed, was essentially instantaneous, had the
effect of a video game. There was no real music to accompany it; but for the one, single, 10-second atmospheric blackout as
the Earth appeared, a classical music track was used. This was a more serious musical treatment of the legendary footage

than NASA had ever put before. A musical score composed and conducted by a duo of composers named John David Earnest,
Jr. (1935 - ) and Lyric N. Wallen (1935 - ) is featured on the opening of the film. By far the most famous rhythm ever to be

created is the meter of the diatonic scale - and of Western music. This sequential measure gives rhythm and therefore also
life. But even if we could reconstruct its past, the first songs ever to be created, based on the cyclic alternation of the matrices

of the harmonic sequences, the rhythmic score that takes these units and puts them in a sequence would not represent the
world, but an abstraction of it. In other words, the creation of the first song started with an auditory imitation. A melody

imitating a melody, one of the oldest forms of mnemotechnics, based on a series of musical cycles. So it seems that the music
of the first song, an abstract representation, would have been the first imitation of the harmonic alternation of the scale.

Therefore, music would have begun with imitation, even the first call.
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